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Planning for the next five-year period (2025-2030) 
… building on past accomplishments

Laser cooling of (anti)hydrogen 

T2K sees a preference for CP 
violation (matter/antimatter asymmetry)! 
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Planning for the next five-year period (2025-2030) 
… building on past accomplishments

ATLAS collaboration published a Nature paper 

@ 10-year anniversary of the Higgs boson discovery
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Planning for the next five-year period (2025-2030) 
… building on past accomplishments

DRAGON:
First ever isomeric beam radiative capture 
measurement, published in Physical Review Letters

This experiment drew upon previous work from 
Gammasphere, TU-Munich, TAMU to do something 
that hasn’t ever been achieved: measuring capture on 
an isomer in inverse kinematics. 
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How does nature hold together protons and neutrons to form the wide variety of complex nuclei in the
Universe? Describing many-nucleon systems from the fundamental theory of quantum chromodynamics
has been the greatest challenge in answering this question. The chiral effective field theory description of
the nuclear force now makes this possible but requires certain parameters that are not uniquely determined.
Defining the nuclear force needs identification of observables sensitive to the different parametrizations.
From a measurement of proton elastic scattering on 10C at TRIUMF and ab initio nuclear reaction
calculations, we show that the shape and magnitude of the measured differential cross section is strongly
sensitive to the nuclear force prescription.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.262502

Understanding the strong nuclear force is of fundamental
importance to decipher nature’s way of building visible
matter in our Universe. Yet, more than a century after the
discovery of the nucleus, our knowledge of the nuclear
force is still incomplete. The formulation by Weinberg of
chiral effective field theory [1] enabled a major break-
through in arriving at a fundamental understanding of the
low-energy nuclear interactions of protons and neutrons, by
forging the missing link with quantum chromodynamics.
However, the question of how to best implement the theory
and constrain it with experimental data remains an active
topic of research, and has already led to several para-
metrizations of the nuclear force [2–6]. It is, therefore,
important to identify experimental observables that are
sensitive to different parametrizations of the chiral forces in
order to reach a definitive description of the nuclear force.
The study of many-nucleon systems enables a more
complete understanding of the nuclear force. In particular,
proton-rich and neutron-rich nuclei located at the edges of
nuclear stability (drip lines) can amplify less-constrained
features of the nuclear force, such as its dependence on the
proton-neutron asymmetry. However, there is a lack of
experimental data on the properties of these systems.

Among the properties of the drip-line nuclei, we hypoth-
esize in this work that the nucleon-nucleus scattering
differential cross section is highly sensitive to the details
of the nuclear force and, hence, can be used for con-
straining it. Indeed, it should reveal both the spectroscopic
properties of the reacting system, such as phase shifts and
their interference, as well as the effect of exotic nucleon
distributions. This confluence brings a greater selectivity in
the elastic scattering differential cross section than is
possible by independently investigating resonance ener-
gies, binding energies, or radii. The observations reported
here show that the shape and magnitude of the elastic
scattering angular distribution places stringent constraints
on the chiral interactions, while a study of resonance
energies alone could lead to incomplete and/or misleading
conclusions. The study of elastic scattering for drip-line
nuclei is, however, challenging because of the low-beam
intensities and formulation of the ab initio structure and
reaction theory.
We report the first investigation probing the nuclear force

through proton elastic scattering from 10C, located at the
proton drip line. This is an ideal system to test the effect of
the nuclear force. This is because, firstly, the very existence

PRL 118, 262502 (2017)
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5YP 2025-2030

§ Divisional planning
§ Alignment with 

§ TRIUMF 20-Year Vision 
§ TRIUMF Goals & Objectives

§ Science from ARIEL
§ Bottom-up approach – start at departmental level
§ Discussions at the DH+D meetings
§ BAE retreat on June 13, 2022

§ Consider current effort & “blue-sky” scenario

§ Discussions with the Leadership Team

§ Engagement with broader community 
- Science Week, July 18-22, 2022

Deliver high-impact science 

Become a hub for interdisciplinary 
education and training

Inspire Canadians to discover 
and innovate



TRIUMF accelerator complexAdvanced Rare Isotope Facility (ARIEL) 
TRIUMF’s flagship project

Substantially expands RIB capabilities:
• Simultaneous RIB production from 3 targets

• 50 kW existing ISAC proton target
• 50 kW new ARIEL proton target
• 100 kW new ARIEL electron target

• More beam hours for science 

• Multi-user capability with more and new isotopes for
• Nuclear Physics (Structure, Nucl. Astro, Fund. Sym.)
• Materials Science, Life Sciences

• Project completion in 2026 with phased 
implementation, interleaving science with construction

Let’s fully utilize ARIEL capabilities 
and get the best scientific results from ARIEL
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2023-2030 Strategy: Low Energy Experiments

à Precision RIB Measurements / Fundamental Symmetries

Francium PNC Facility (Fr-PNC)
§ Currently at level of E1/M1 Stark transition measurement 

à Sensitivity & methodology proven
§ Atomic Parity-violating signal expected 2024

§ APV measurement competitive with others, 2025+
§ Competitive electron-quark neutral weak coupling + 

nuclear anapole 

§ These measurements need maximum yields of 208-213Fr à
n-dependent effects

TRINAT (neutral atom trap) à TRINAT-𝛾
§ Extend 𝛽-𝜈-𝛾 from T-reversal symmetry breaking in 

37K (expected finished in current 5YP)
§ Consider isospin symmetry-breaking in isospin-

suppressed Fermi-GT 36,45,47K for Vud

§ Develop case for time-reversal enhancement by 
isospin-suppressed F-GT à competitive search for 
Time-breaking, Parity-even isospin-breaking nucleon-
nucleon interactions 

FRANCIUM UHV Power Buildup Cavity
(T. Hucko, ACOT 2021)

TRINAT Trap

NUCLEAR PHYSICS - ARIEL
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2023-2030 Strategy: Low Energy Experiments

à Decay Spectroscopy & Mass Measurements: Structure & Fund. Symmetries

GRIFFIN Decay Spectrometer
§ Wide-ranging and active science program in nuclear 

structure, nuclear astrophysics and fundamental 
symmetries à continue with ISAC and further ramp up 
with ARIEL. à New n-rich isotopes, higher yields, 
cleaner beams

§ New upgrades will ensure competitive edge over 
worldwide competition + enable new science 
opportunities.

§ Upgrade SCEPTAR beta-tagging array to ARIES.
§ Upgrade PACES conversion electron 

spectrometer to CEDAR.
§ New RCMP detector (DSSD box built by Uni. of 

Regina) to enable charge-particle 
spectroscopy (eg. 𝛽-delayed proton and alpha)

“Everything except the neutrino!”

TITAN Ion Trap Facility
§ MR-TOF: 10 year + program of measuring 

r-process nuclei for astrophysics 
(masses), plus instrument of standard for 
measuring low intensities from ARIEL

§ MPET (Penning Trap): Precision mass 
measurements, v. high precision  
(1:1E+10) of heavy superallowed 𝛽-
emitters à Vud

§ EBIT (highly-charged ions) [5-10 year
program]

§ In-trap decay spectroscopy: nuclear 
structure & Astro

§ Extreme UV spectroscopy à
absolute charge radii of heavies 
(e.g. Fr, Ra) for EDMs

§ Highly-charged radioactive 
molecules: establishing existence à
RadMol facility

NUCLEAR PHYSICS - ARIEL

ARIESCEDAR
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2023-2030 Strategy: Low Energy Experiments

à BeEST Sterile Neutrino Experiment

Novel experiment utilizing cutting-edge Superconducting Tunnel Junctions
Measure nuclear recoil of 7Li during 7Be electron capture à screen for signals of non-
SM virtual mass eigenstates à eV resolution, 100s keV range 
Led by Colorado School of Mines & LLNL (Leach & Friedrich) – TRIUMF 
responsible for 7Be implantation means & equipment

• Ramp up to full 7Be intensity, best 7Be purity, long 

implant times (~1 month) à ARIEL (BL4N + HRMS)

• Evolution towards 10 kilopixel Hafnium STJ arrays

• Ability to implant multiple chips under UHV in one 

beamtime block 

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

QUANTUM SENSING
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2023-2030 Strategy: Medium Energy Experiments

à Precision RIB Measurements / Nuclear Astrophysics (+ some structure)
DRAGON/TUDA/SONIK
§ V. high intensity stable beam experiments with RF-booster cavity

§ Direct capture, low cross-section à weakly bound halo 
states, astrophysics

§ Long RIB runs à statistics, systematics, coverage, completeness  
§ Many excited states measured in single run

§ New detectors: use of GRIFFIN HPGe, Surrey LaBr3 array, 
neutron detection at target for (𝛼,n)

§ Eventual development of replacement array for BGO
§ Competitive or unique world-standard direct measurements of 

radiative capture, (p,𝛼), (𝛼,p) + elastic scattering 

Astro TPC (formerly known as TACTIC)
§ TPC for v. low cross section / high beam intensity

§ V. low energy astrophysics measurements e.g. (p,𝛼), (𝛼,p), 
(𝛼,n) for light nuclei e.g. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, CNO 
etc

§ Modified version for heavy mass 

§ Co-axial separated design

§ New UrWELL GEM technology 

§ Future à flexible silicon detectors 

GRIFFIN Clovers @ DRAGON

Astro TPC (York/TRIUMF)

Complete “direct measurement toolkit”

NUCLEAR PHYSICS - ARIEL
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2023-2030 Strategy: High Energy Experiments

à Pioneering & precision RIB Measurements / Nuclear Structure and Astrophysics
TIGRESS and EMMA
§ Nuclear structure frontiers with RIBs:

§ Isospin: Exoticism, new magic numbers, indications of collectivity, ground states and small number of excited states 
§ Precision & Sensitivity: nature of shapes and shape coexistence, microscopic origin of magic numbers, collectivity, rich excited structures 

and transitions

§ Precision requires high efficiency and high RIB flux (intensity and time): highly efficient Ge detectors + recently upgraded GRIFFIN-style DAQ 
for ~30× the data throughput

§ CANREB and ARIEL will push the frontiers of precision and sensitivity: 
§ cleaner beams with lower isobaric contamination (esp. of fission products) & higher mass resolution lead to sensitivity; especially relevant 

for higher-mass fission peak largely unexplored by TIGRESS so far; 
§ longer beam times and higher intensities will permit precise measurements

TIGRESS coupled to the EMMA recoil spectrometer target position

NUCLEAR PHYSICS - ARIEL
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2023-2030 Strategy: High Energy Experiments

à Pioneering & precision RIB Measurements

IRIS
§ Nuclear structure frontiers with RIBs:

§ Exploit CANREB increase in charge breeding 
efficiency

§ Shell evolution in heavier nuclei
§ r-process nucleosynthesis studies
§ 28Al(p,𝛼) studies for core-collapse supernovae

à IRIS is always operating right at edge of possible RIB 
intensities à needs operational optimization and full 
capabilities of ARIEL/CANREB

EXACT-TPC
§ Active target, allowing for 4He or 3He targets

§ With ARIEL, can measure 136,137Sn(𝛼,𝛼’) to search for 
resonances just above n threshold

§ Ideal tool to search for isoscale monopole resonance as 
well

§ Complementary to IRIS transfer reactions (d,p) (p,d) (d,t) to 
get knowledge of neutron orbitals, EXACT e.g. allows for 
(3He,d) for proton orbitals to looks for changes in nuclear 
shells in heavy nuclei

§ Two nucleon transfer for pairing correlations using (3He,p) to 
study proton-neutron pairing in nuclei. 

§ Astro: rp, r process. Indirect measurements for proton capture 
in 23Al;. 35K, 59Cu, 61Ga

§ Thick target to measure excitation spectrum across various 
energies for resonant capture reactions

“We envision that for a major part of the experiments the 
proposed EXACT-TPC and the IRIS facility will be operated 
simultaneously with the TPC being located behind IRIS in the 
same beamline.”

← EXACT TPC

NUCLEAR PHYSICS - ARIEL
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2022-07-22

The departments of Particle Physics, Science & Technology
and Scientific Computing address the areas:

§ High Energy Frontier
§ Neutrinos and Dark Matter
§ Precision Tests of Fundamental Interactions

Lead in Scientific Discovery through focus projects 
§ Projects where we are involved in all areas

§ detector design/construction, operations, data analysis
§ Ensure critical mass is established
§ Maintain leadership in all areas
§ Current experiments

§ ATLAS, T2K/Hyper-K, ALPHA, TUCAN, SuperCDMS
§ New experiments expected to reach that point in the future

§ DarkLight, nEXO, PIONEER

PARTICLE PHYSICS
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2022-07-22

Enable Particle Physics in Canada and Abroad
§ TRIUMF is part of a network of laboratories and partner institutions
§ Leverage TRIUMF key expertise in accelerator, computing, detector and DAQ technologies

§ Unique expertise in e.g. cryomodules, SiPM, TPC, gaseous detectors, DAQ, etc…
§ Support for Accelerator and Engineering, Science Technology and Computing are crucial

§ SNOLAB: detector, facility and DAQ systems through Science and Technology involvement
-> SuperCDMS, nEXO, ARGO, DEAP, SNO+

§ CERN: In kind contributions to LHC and HL-LHC,                                                                                  
share in detector upgrades -> ATLAS, ALPHA

§ KEK/J-PARC: beam monitoring accelerator contributions
share in detector upgrades -> T2K/Hyper-K

§ Gran Sasso: DAQ systems -> DarkSide
§ Future involvement

§ Ocean Networks Canada: -> P-One
§ Future Collider

PARTICLE PHYSICS
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2022-07-22

Hyper-K PARTICLE PHYSICS
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2022-07-22

TUCAN PARTICLE PHYSICS
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2022-07-22

DarkLight

PARTICLE PHYSICS
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2022-07-22

ALPHA - HAICU
PARTICLE PHYSICS



• A world-class accelerator centre driving use-inspired research—from 
the life sciences to quantum and green technologies 

• A national innovation hub translating discovery science into health and 
sustainability solutions

• An inclusive multidisciplinary talent incubator, attracting and developing 
the best people from around the world

• Advance Quantum Technologies: 
• Enable green technology solutions:
• Engage with new complimentary initiatives:  
• i.e. THz, CANS (Accelerator based neutrons) 

20 
Year 

Vision

• Realize the experimental capabilities of new muon and βNMR beamline 
infrastructure / beamtime. 

• Establish new detector technologies, inclusive of increasing experimental 
automation.

• Proactively engage user groups: collaborations, outreach, new 
applications

5 Year 
Plan

CMMS

CMMS



New TRIUMF vision items … match new facility capabilities, i.e.

• M9H : ➔ new quantum materials / sustainability / battery research;

• M9A : ➔ hydrogen storage / new quantum materials;

• Increased βNMR beam-time (15 weeks vs 5) and/or experimental 

capacity : 

➔ quantum materials / battery research

CMMS

Electrolyte
Cathode8Li+ β-NMR

Anode

μSR
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Delivery of spin-polarized beams to GRIFFIN

A new 2-meter section of beamline (<$200k) is needed to join the Polarizer beamline to the GRIFFIN 
gamma-ray spectrometer.
• Simplest beamline enables delivery of nuclear spin-polarized or isomerically-purified beams of alkali 

ions or other Jatomic=0 species.
• Addition of Helmholtz coils greatly enhances the range of beams by enabling non-zero atomic spins.

Decay spectroscopy with 𝛃-𝛄 and 𝛄-𝛄 coincidences of spin-polarized 
beams:
• High initial polarization can improve sensitivity over PAC by ~ 10
• gamma-tagged beta asymmetry for firm assignment of spins, parities;
• isospin mixing measurements relevant to Vud;
• searches for time-reversal breaking

Decay spectroscopy of Isomerically pure beams by resonant 
photoionization:
• Detailed nuclear structure investigations in regions such as 132Sn with 

important implications for nuclear astrophysics
Needs: development of high-power photoionization laser for last step

NEW INITIATIVES - ARIEL



23TRIUMF Storage Ring (TRISR)

§ TRISR – a storage ring for neutron capture on 
radioactive nuclei
§ Direct measurement in inverse kinematics
§ Coupled to ISAC radioactive beam facility
§ High-flux neutron generator – “neutron target” 

that intersects with orbiting ion beam
§ Nuclear astrophysics applications – r-process

NEW INITIATIVES - ARIEL



24Centre for Precision Measurement & Quantum Sensing*     [*name TBD] 

• We propose creation of a new Centre for Precision Measurement & 
Quantum Sensing* at TRIUMF
• One of the new initiatives in the TRIUMF Five Year Plan 2025 – 2030
• A focal point for atomic, molecular, quantum sensing activities at TRIUMF, currently 

spread across departments and divisions
• Primary interest in fundamental physics, but will also explore societal applications
• Serves the TRIUMF and Canadian community
• Connects to the international efforts
• Synergies with other initiatives; Detector, CMMS, Computing, Theory, Training Centres

• National & International Context 
• Worldwide interest in applications of AMO/Quantum techniques for fundamental 

physics, e.g. at FNAL, CERN, KEK, UK QTFP
• Lack of fundamental physics perspective in the current Canadian Quantum Strategy 

discussions — A gap in Canadian research ecosystem 
5

Centre for Precision Measurement & Quantum Sensing*     [*name TBD] 

NEW INITIATIVES



25Future Radioactive Molecule (RadMol) Laboratory

§ Radioactive molecules as novel precision probes for 
fundamental physics

§ Initial physics program:

§ Octuple-deformed nuclei incorporated into polar molecules 
⇒ unmatched sensitivity for nuclear EDM

§ Access nuclear anapole moments via diatomic molecules

§ Provision for expansions into other fields

NEW INITIATIVES - ARIEL
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Vision of the Detector Centre / Platform NEW INITIATIVES



27Establishment of Theory & Education Centres

§ Ab Initio Nuclear Theory Centre Strengthen TRIUMF nuclear ab initio program
§ Require additional nuclear theorist with associated postdoc position

§ Quantum many-body theory (in the future quantum computing?)
§ Intersection of nuclear and quantum chemistry ab initio theory
§ Increasing reach to heavy nuclei – connection to r-process modeling, Radioactive Molecules

§ Increase synergy with ARIEL program and the newly proposed AMO/Precision/Quantum centre
§ Build on existing strength → bigger impact

§ TRIUMF Workshop/Visitor/Education Centre
§ Model based on very successful centres such as the Institute for Nuclear Theory (INT)
§ Host multiple in-house workshop and collaboration programs year-round – cover all lab topics!
§ Program proposals would be submitted externally and reviewed by an evaluation committee
§ True workshop format: office space for participants, 2-week timeline, limited presentations.
§ Allow extended student and scientist visits from member universities/expand outreach 

NEW INITIATIVES

https://www.int.washington.edu/
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§ Space is one of the limiting factors for growth at TRIUMF, both experimental and office space

New Building

§ Pitch a new building with benefits to BC for a New Research 
Center or Platform that is too large for a single university
§ Five-Year plan + federal matching?
§ With university using Strategic Investment Funds?

§ Several possibilities to make this appealing to BC and Canada
§ Societal benefits / green technology / sustainability

§ Use detectors for e.g., water and air quality monitoring
§ Connect to technology transfer and commercialization

§ Training and learning center
§ On-the-job training in cutting-edge research environment
§ Work integrated learning, in collaboration with e.g. 

BCIT, SFU, UBC – TRIUMF as a satellite training center 
§ Develop next generation leaders and EDI

§ Workshop and conference space and an outreach & 
teaching center with interdisciplinary programs

Blue sky scenario

Example IAMI + office space

Possible model:
Building + basic infrastructure &  

technical core expertise supplemented by 
Project specific CFI requests that 

add specialized equipment + key expertise

NEW INITIATIVES
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Water monitoring project – based on technology developed for the SuperK detectorWater monitoring concept

• In-line continuous monitoring 
of the water  

• Pulsed LED light through 
10-20m sample water
- 230 - 700nm
- parabolic mirror focus
- Relative measurement by 

SiPM at source/reception  

• Relative to purified water
- ultra-pure (RO)
- particle filter (MF,NF)
- ion exchange resins
- UV steriliser (organic) 8

10-20m long, 5cm diam.

SOCIETAL BENEFITS / GREEN TECHNOLOGY / SUSTAINABILITY



30Objectives of the Science Week focused on the 5YP 2025-2030 preparation

Inform about the research done at TRIUMF and PSD
Identify connections between different research activities and 
departments
Get feedback and input from the TRIUMF community 

Facilitate an enhancement of the science output
Input for the 5YP 2025-2030 document
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Thank you
Merci


